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ABSTRACT

This chapter focuses on the development of a new assessment tool: Social Networking and Individual Performance (SNIP). This tool can provide valuable data for organizations and even individuals. The data provided through use of the tool can determine whether employees are exhibiting behaviors that are supportive of the organization’s goals, thus allowing everyone to benefit based on a return on the investment in time or attention that could lead to improved skills. Employees might then reap benefits like availability of new challenges or increased standing in the organization. The data can also provide insight on improving personal social media activities.
SNIP: SOCIAL NETWORKING AND INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE

SNIP allows organizations to include performance considerations in the beginning stages of the social media journey and the subsequent policy decisions that must be created and adjusted. The survey offers leaders and planners three very important assets. First, the data analysis provides tools that address online interactions as they happen. Second, the data analysis suggests strengths, weaknesses, and perceptions, information that can be used to affect behaviors supportive of the organization’s goals and objectives. Finally, a focus on positive performance and supportive participation is built into the process, not bolted on after the program is already running. The process of developing and validating an effective instrument on a new population is extensive and requires data from many subjects collected from different samples on variables beyond what is contained in the instrument. SNIP can help with that process as explained in Table 1.

SNIP SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Dr. Michael Brown and Jeremy Albright of Methods, Ann Arbor, Michigan collaborated on the SNIP assessment tool you see in these pages. The project got its focus from an interest in using Performance Improvement Potential (PIP) to create an assessment tool that would allow organizations to take full advantage of the relationship between social networking and individual performance. PIP is important because organizations may be more successful in getting employees to support a particular social media tool or follow a social media plan if they perceive there is a benefit in exhibiting those behaviors. If employees make a choice that organizations value, everyone could benefit based on a return on the investment in time or attention that could lead to improved skills, for example. This cooperation could

Table 1. SNIP value

The true value lies in evaluating social networking and individual performance differences in participation, behavior, technology acceptance, and trust. A formal evaluation of a person’s “SNIP score” could be instrumental in measuring acceptance and rejection. This is important because it is almost effortless for organizations to get involved in social networking activities. The questions about performance are inevitable based on the amount of time people spend online.

The SNIP approach urges organizations to ask questions about relationships between social networking and individual performance much earlier in the process. If that does not happen as part of the goal-setting that should precede social networking startup, it should happen as early in the process as possible.
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